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Skate 15

A racer/raider/cruiser
designed for kit
construction offers
high performance for
a cash-strapped
middle class.

courtesy Brandon Davis

by Brandon Davis

Walking into the shop of Turnpoint Design in Port
Townsend, Washington, you never know what you’ll
find—maybe something destined for outer space, or inner
earth, or, trivially, a body of water. Last fall, owner Brandon Davis and his crew were busy finishing something
new—a sailboat that will definitely goose adrenaline
levels. The Skate 15 (4.6m) is built from 6mm-okoume
(0.24" ) British Standard 1088 Lloyd’s-certified plywood,
carrying a maximum beam of 8' (2.44m) all the way to the
transom, which is fitted with a serious-looking square

escape hatch and twin rudders. Other details that caught
my eye: hard chines, a giant cockpit, daggerboard trunks
on each side, and a surprisingly generous cabin with
room for two adults to bunk in comfort. The Skate looked
like a smaller, saner version of a Mini Transat 6.50. And
that’s exactly what Davis and his partner in this venture,
Josh Colvin, had in mind.
Here, Davis explains how the project came about, how
he arrived at the design decisions, and where he and
Colvin want to go with it.
—Dieter Loibner

Above—The beam of the Skate 15 (4.6m) requires crew weight to leeward in light air to reduce wetted surface area. The boat’s
final version will use either a taller Hobie 16 stick, or an optional custom carbon mast.
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Skate 15 Specifications
Length: 15' (4.6m)
Beam: 8' (2.44m)
	Draft: 4.5'–6'
		(1.37m–1.83m)
	Displ.: 450 lbs (204 kg)
Water ballast: 200 lbs (91 kg)
		 on centerline
	Sail area:
upwind: 230 sq ft (21.4m2)
downwind: 460 sq ft (42.7m2)
Wells on side for bilge-daggerboards
or drop-in pedal drives/DSS boards
courtesy Turnpoint Design

Twin rudders
Build material: okoume plywood (kit)
www.turnpointdesign.com

I

t all started with the innocent suggestion from Josh Colvin (editor of
Small Craft Advisor magazine and
owner of Duckworks Boat Builder’s
Supply): What the world needs is a
small wedge of a boat offered as a kit
that the average Joe can afford. Something that applies bits of the cool
technology from the newest offshore
raceboats, but around 15' long with
accommodations for two that could
be raced around the buoys and compete in small-boat gatherings known
as raids or the more ambitions Race
to Alaska (a 750-mile contest from
Port Townsend to Ketchikan, Alaska,
through the Inside Passage). At the
same time, it also should be fun overnighting with the kids.
This was his wish list, and here’s
how we broke down the design goals:

• Distill a Mini Transat 6.50 down
to its essentials to create a trailerable
pocket racer/raid boat that would
make any sailor smile.
• Keep the boat affordable to build
and race.
• Make the boat quick to rig and
launch from a trailer and towable by
any car.
• Keep weight as low as possible by
using water ballast and lightweight
construction, thus benefiting boat
speed, ease of trailering, beaching, and
building the boat in a garage.
• Incorporate as many of the latest
Mini Transat design features as possible without breaking the bank or making the boat too complex.
• Make it appropriate for sailors of
all levels—fun and challenging for a
competent dinghy sailor, yet still

manageable by someone just getting
started in performance boats.
• Make it as safe as possible and seaworthy enough to sail to Alaska.
• Include a very usable interior that
sleeps two adults.
I don’t know if Colvin realized what
he did to me with this suggestion, but
that little seed started to take root, and
by the following week I was so obsessed
with the idea that I had to draw it up
in CAD to see if it could work out.
Most of my crazy ideas die quickly
once I see them in 3D and find the
obvious reasons why nobody is making something like that yet. But the
Skate was different, and the concept
had some magic to it. The deeper I got
into the design process, the better all
the puzzle pieces came together. For
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Design Brief: Skate 15
Brandon Davis and the prototype in the
finishing stages. Note the commodious
cockpit and interior space forward, the
escape hatch in the stern, and the long,
curved traveler track for the boomless
mainsail.

Dieter Loibner

example, the wide beam necessitated
foot braces for when the boat heeled,
because there is no way you can stretch
your legs to the other side of the cockpit. And that magically opened up the
perfect space for a double bunk under
the cockpit sole. Simultaneously, the
extreme beam and the stern shape
should make the Skate a hoot to sail,
and also give it a tremendous amount
of initial stability for its size, making it
a great boat for leisure sailing or cruising. The beam makes it easy to step on
board from the dock and keeps the
boat from rocking at rest, so it is more
comfortable at anchor, too.

HATCHES, HOLDERS & HINGES
Your boats deserve Beckson!
HATCHES
DRINK HOLDERS
HINGES
PORTS & COMPONENTS
DRAIN PLUGS
FITTINGS & FASTENERS
CERTIFIED DECK PLATES
www.beckson.com/oem
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OUR PRODUCTS ARE MADE FOR YOUR BOATS

oemsales@beckson.com
CALL 203.333.1412

The prototype’s retractable bowsprit, made
from a repurposed windsurfing mast, is used to
fly a large gennaker off
the breeze.

waterplane skews about
8° from the centerline
of the boat, which
means a fixed daggerboard would also have
to be skewed by the
same angle. At first, we
thought about using a
jibing daggerboard that
aligns with the waterplane upwind
and locks on centerline off the wind.
However, the feedback in Colvin’s
magazine indicated there was demand
for a kick-up centerboard. I guess not
everyone has a hundred feet (30.5m)
or more of water under the keel right

Dieter Loibner

A word about the rig: We specified
a modern boomless fat-head mainsail
set on a sealed wing mast (an old
Hobie 14 spar that was sealed to be
watertight), which prevents the boat
from turning turtle in case of capsize.
There’s also a retractable bowsprit
(could be an old windsurfer mast) to
set an asymmetrical spinnaker or code
zero, effectively more than doubling
sail area from 200 sq ft upwind to 430
sq ft downwind (18.6m2 to 39.9m2).
For any boat that tries to satisfy a
diverse set of requirements, compromises have to be made. But in this
case, as luck would have it, many of
these compromises actually improved
the design. One of the biggest challenges was the wetted surface area
such a flat and wide hull shape inevitably carries. It became apparent that
it will be best to sail the boat upwind
on its chine at 15° to 20° of heel to
reduce drag. At this heel, the

outside the harbor like we do here in
the Pacific Northwest.
After much debate and some calculations, we initially considered twin
kick-up 3°-toe-in bilge daggerboards
on the side of the cockpit. They run in
trunks that also can accommodate
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Design Brief: Skate 15
Davis stirs the epoxy pot for
some finish work on the CNCcut appendages. To the left is
one of the two daggerboards;
on the right, one of the twin
kick-up rudder blades.

Hard chines are popular for
performance boats these days, but, in
this case, they are also beneficial for DIY
stitch-and-glue construction. The well for
the daggerboard also accepts a customdesigned drop-in pedal drive.
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we knew that the boat needed two lateral ballast tanks, but it took quite a
while to come up with a simplified
control system. We didn’t want a
Chernobyl’s worth of plumbing and
pumps belowdecks, as it violated an
important rule that guided the design:
KISS (keep it simple, stupid). The first
detail that helped solve the challenge

Dieter Loibner (Both)

drop-in pedal drives for humanpowered propulsion, if desired. The
drawback is added complexity, but on
the upside it would eliminate the
centerboard trunk in the middle of
the cabin, opening up the interior
tremendously.
We also gained the ability to run up
on a beach or hit a deadhead at speed
without doing too much damage to
the boat, because the plywood of the
bottom panel is 9mm (0.35" ) thick
and has two layers of 6-oz glass mat for
beaching and planing loads. This will
make the Skate 15 an ideal candidate
for shallow-water racing such as the
Texas 200 or the Everglades Challenge
and also more forgiving for someone
like me, who can get a little distracted
when the family is on board.
Another detail we stewed over was
the water-ballast system. We thought

was the dump valve borrowed from the Mini Transat
designs. The setup is dead
simple: a straight 4" (102mm)
pipe with a 4" gate valve
between the tanks. The control leads to the cockpit, so
the crew only needs to pull a
ripcord and hold on for 6 to 8
seconds as the water rushes
to the other side. Another
great thing about this system
is that the plumbing is inexpensive and simple. You need
to fill a tank only once at the
beginning of your race or
cruise, and then pull a cord
before every tack or jibe.
The more difficult nut to crack was
filling and draining. The easiest solution would be a handheld bilge pump
(which you will need on board anyway)
that fits into the screw-off ports in the
cockpit. This allows more budgetminded owners to fill or evacuate a
tank during a race and to manually

Design Brief: Skate 15
pump water to the high side if someone
forgets to pull the gate valve before
changing tacks or jibes. The second
option is more technical: a simplified
version of the scoops from French
supplier Sofo Marin that ocean racers
use to fill tanks. It’s nothing but a
round scoop/valve built into the tank
bottom that can be turned to face

forward into the water flow to fill, or
turned to face aft to empty, the tank.
With the handle pulled up, the scoop
is closed and perfectly flush with the
bottom of the boat. An O-ring seals
the opening from water ingress. The
nicest thing about this system is its
simplicity. Yes, it might sound complicated, but it has only one moving

part—a coffee-cup-sized 3D-printed
plastic valve with a T-handle accessible from the deck.

O

ne would think that winter is not
the ideal time to sea-trial boats in
Port Townsend, but we wanted to find
out how well our execution matched
the original idea. It was a surprise on
many levels: First and foremost, the
large beam makes the Skate as stable as
the family Buick, figuratively speaking. Stepping on board and walking
around in the cockpit won’t put the
fear into anyone, which is good news
for the cruising crowd and families
with small children. Because the boat’s
initial stability is high, we decided to
make the switch from the nifty 500-lb
total-capacity (227-kg) two-tank system we agonized about to a singletank system installed on centerline,
which adds only 200 lbs (91 kg) when
full. So much for the connecting pipes
and the gate valve, but this will make
the boat simpler and easier to sail.
Our tests in light air suggested that
the boat can easily handle a bit more
horsepower, so instead of a Hobie 14
mast, we’ll go with a Hobie 16 stick,
which will add about 30 sq ft (2.8m2)
more sail area to the main and the
asymmetrical. That will help heel the
boat so she sails on her chines, and it
will add more scream on the reaches
and downwind legs if needed or
wanted. And finally, we’ll shorten the
rudders a bit to help with tight turns.
We expect to ship the first kits in
spring 2018 through Small Craft
Advisor magazine, which also will sell
plans. Pricing for the plywood kit
only will be $3,500; for the CNC-cut
foil kit, $900; and approximately
$1,250 for the sails. If you want to go
really crazy, we have one more ace up
the sleeve, or rather on the shelf: a
pair of Dynamic Stability Systems
foils that will add another dimension
to the performance of the Skate 15.
About the Author: Brandon Davis is
the owner of Turnpoint Design, in Port
Townsend, Washington.
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